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Insert detailed description of products and services here. If more than
one product (resource) or service is included, list each product (resource) here.

Ethiqly, operating under the legal entity Pupil Inc., stands as an innovative webbased application dedicated to
transforming the teaching and learning of written expression. Our platform is meticulously crafted to empower
educators and students, fostering tailored and immersive learning experiences.

For educators, Ethiqly presents an intuitive interface replete with an expansive suite of textediting tools. Leveraging
stateoftheart algorithms, Ethiqly rigorously evaluates student work against customized rubrics, offering perceptive
grading suggestions while maintaining the teacher's autonomy in their instructional approach. This robust system
enables educators to deliver precise, personalized feedback, nurturing each student's distinctive voice and augmenting
their writing prowess.

Concurrently, Ethiqly equips students with a comprehensive array of cuttingedge tools that provoke critical thinking
and provide guidance throughout the writing journey. By facilitating seamless brainstorming, effective organization, and
articulate expression of thoughts, Ethiqly empowers students to refine their ideas and uncover their distinct voice.
Moreover, it assists in crafting wellstructured sentences, paragraphs, and essays, emphasizing enhanced coherence
and sentence structure. Our platform champions organic skill development, fostering independent thought processes
without handing out direct answers.

Serving as a vital link between educators and students, Ethiqly fosters meaningful connections and elevates the
feedback loop during writing assignments.

Driven by a commitment to student empowerment and the advancement of written expression, Ethiqly nurtures a
collaborative and supportive environment, augmenting the landscape of K12 education.
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